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EPIDEMIC)LOGY RESOURCES, INC.

PROPOSALTO PROVIDEINDEPENDENTSCIENTIFICASSESSMENT

OF THE RADIOLOGICALRISKOF RESETTLINGENEU AND BIKINIISLANDS

SUBMITTED TO:

(J,S , DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

WASHINGTON/ D,Co

SEPTEMBER9, 1981

]’.O. B. A7,ChestnutH ill, MassachusettsO 2l67(6l7) 734-Q1OO



EPIDEMIOLOGY RESOURCES, INC.

September 9, 1981

Mr. Stephen H. Green leigh
Acting Deputy Assistant Secretary

for Environment, Safety and Health
Department of Energy
Washington, DC 20585

Dear Mr. Greenleigh:

We are pleased tc submit a proposal in response to your letter of
August 19, 1981, to Mr. Jonathan Weisgall. Although implicit in our
technical proposal, I would like to emphasize that the four points you
raised in that letter will be met. We believe that examining only forty
(40) environmental samples is cutting it close and we would prefer more;
however, we agree to this in order to expedite the contract.

In accordance with accepted international practice, the dosimetry will
be based on two kinds of assay: (1) analysis for gamma-emitting nuclides by
gamma spectrometry, and (2) specific chemical analysis for plutonium and
strontium-90. Under ordinary circumstances, roughly sixty (60) days are
required for these ana,lyses. Since the development of the report depends
heavily on the results of these analyses, we cannot guarantee completion of
this project within 90 days, although we will make every effort to do so.
Further, since you have requested that Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
conduct duplicate analyses, it will be important for the results of those
analyses to be cited in this report for comparative purposes. Therefore, the
final report could be held up if Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory cannot
keep to the tight time schedule required by this project.

This proposal is a firm offer for sixty (60) days from the date of this
letter. Upon notification by the Department of Energy, we guarantee to
begin-work within three (3) weeks. We will make an effort to coordinate our
travel plans with DOE laboratory personnel, unless such coordination is
clearly impractical.

Respectfully submitted,

lwq~~
Nancy A. Dreyer, MPH, Ph.D.
President

mot

P. O. Box57, Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts 02167(617) 734-?100
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PROPOSAL TO PROVIDE INDEPENDENT SCIENTIFIC ASSESSMENT OF

THE RADIOLOGICAL RISK OF RESETTLING ENEU AND BIKINI ISLANDS

BACKGROUND

Bikini Atoll is a chain of 26 islands with a combined land area of

2.32 square miles, surrounding a lagoon of approximately 243 square miles.

Bikini is the largest of the atoll’s islands and covers 0.66 square miles.

The atoll is one of 29 atolls and 5 islands comprising the Marshall Islands,

which are spread over 357,000 square miles in the central Pacific Ocean.

In January, 1946, the Joint Chiefs selected Bikini Atoll as the site to

conduct a series of nuclear tests in a program known as “Operation Crossroads.”

The Bikini people were evacuated to Rongerik Atoll, 140 miles east of Bikini

in March of the same year. Two years later they were moved to the U.S. military

base at Kwajalein, and then to the island of Kili, where most Bikinians

continue to live today. Between 1946 and 1958, the Bikini atoll was the site

for 23 nuclear tests.

Ever since the Bikinians were moved off their atoll in 1946, the people

have looked forward to returning to their homeland at such time when it was no

longer needed. Clearly their wish to return to their native home is balanced by

their desire for ph:ysical safety and health for themselves and their progeny.

Their experience in dealing with the U.S. government has led them to become

cautious and distrustful. Now instead of accepting without question the





(b) A lay report to be translated into

to the Bikinians on Kili.

Since the Memorandum Agreement suggests that

Marshallese and presented orally

the Department of Energy and the

Department of Interic]r have shared responsibility for the independent

scientific assessment, this project is divided into two phases to be funded

separately. Funding for the technical evaluation will be the responsibility

of the Department of Energy, whereas funding for preparation and delivery of

the lay report will Ibethe responsibility of the Department of Interior.

Since the project requires technical review involving the disciplines of

radiation biology, medicine, environmental dosimetry and social behavior,

Epidemiology Resources, Inc. is proposing a team of three scientists to

conduct the project. Dr. Henry I. Kohn, the David Wesley Gaiser Professor

Emeritus of Radiaticln Biology at Harvard Medical School, is proposed as

the principal investigator. Dr. Nancy Dreyer would be the co-principal

investigator and project coordinator. Dr. Dreyer,

with training in sociology and research experience

director of Epidemiology Resources, Inc. Dr. John

an epidemiologist

in radiation, is the

Harley, a well known

authority in environmental radiation, is proposed as the third member for this—.

project. Dr. Harley was the director of the U.S. Environmental Measurements

Laboratory for 20 years and retired in 1980.

This document is a revision of our May 6, 1981 proposal to the Department

of Energy. It incorporates all the recommendations made by Mr. Stephen H.

Greenleigh of the Department of Energy in his letter of August 19, 1$80 (Appendix B).
.
.

QUALIFICATIONS OF EPIDEMIOLOGY RESOURCES, INC. (ERI)

ERI was selected for this project by the Bikinians and approved by

III. ..~~rtment of lEnergy (Appendix C) primarily for two reasons: (1) because of
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their scientific expertise in the area of ionizing radiation, and

(2) because ERI has no on-going contractual agreements with the Department

of Energy or any related agencies that might be construedas conflict of

~nterest. Currently ERI receives no federal support for research activities.

Directly Related Work Experience

The following project was conducted by the Epidemiology Resources, Inc.

staff when they were the Epidemiology Group at the Health Systems Division

of Equifax, Inc.

CLIENT: Nuclear Regulatory Commission

5650 Nicholson Lane

Rockville, MD 20850

PROJECT OFFICER: , Dr. Michael Parsont

(301) 443-5860

PROJECTTITLE: A STUDY TO DETERMINE THE FEASIBILITY OF CONDUCTING

EPIDEMIOLOGIC STUDIES OF THE HEALTH EFFECTS OF

LOW-LEVEL IONIZING RADIATION

This project focused on identifying suitable populations for study and

evaluated the probability of conducting a definitive study on any one of

them. Occupationally exposed groups, medically exposed populations and

groups with special environmental exposure to radiation were evaluated.
.

The project utilized skills in epidemiology, radiation biology, occupational,

medical and environmental dosimetry, occupational health and medicine.

Dr. Dreyer, as the principal investigator, coordinated the work of staff and

consultants, who critically considered the broad spectrum of biological
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effects of low-level ionizing radiation, the expected excess in health

defects according to dose, and the precision in dose assessment as a

consequence of natural variability and sampling error. Various sites

across the United States were visited to determine the availability of

records for the candidate populations and to identify problems associated

with obtaining access to data and with record linkage. The results

led to recommendations for policy makers and the Congress regarding the most

cost-efficient and valid investigations worthy of future support.

Proiect Staff

To provide the requisite combination of skills, ERI is proposing a

group of three people to conduct the scientific assessment of the Department

of Energy’s radiological survey of Bikini Atoll. The proposed staff is:

Principal Investigator -- Dr. Henry I. Kohn

Co-Principal Investigator -- Dr. Nancy A. Dreyer

Advisor on Environmental

Dc)simetry -- Dr. John H. Harley

-.

Curricula Vitarum

The following pages contain the C.V.S of Drs. Henry Kohn, Nancy Dreyer,

and John Harley.
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A CADEb41CTRAININC

Diplomate

M.D.

Postdoctoral
Fellow

PhD.

B.A.

POSITIONS HELtD

Senior Advisor ‘

Senior Medical
Scientist

Gaiser Professor
Emeritus

_Director

Gaiser Professor of
Radiation Biology

Director

.

HENRY L KOHN

Senior Medical Scientist

knerican Board of Radiology Therapy 1952

Harvard University 1946
Cambridge, MA

Cell Physiology 1935-1937
Stockholm Sweden and Cambridge, England

General Physiology 1935
Harvard University
Cambridge, MA

zoology 1930
Dartmouth College
Hanover, NH

Epidemiology Resources, Inc. 1980- Present
Chestnut Hill, MA

Health Systems Division 1979-1980
Equifax, Inc.
Reading, MA

Harvard Medical School 1978- Present
Boeton, MA

Shields Warren Radiation Laboratory 1965-1979
New England Deaconess Hospital
(a reseerch laboratory)
Boston, KA

Harvard Medical School
Boston, MA

Center for Human Genetics
Harvard Medical School
Boston, KA

Fuller-American Cancer Harvard Medical School
Society Professor Boston, MA
of Radiology

1968-1976

1971-1975

1963-1968
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Clinical Professor of
Experimental Radiology

Commissioned Oflicer

Instructor and
Assistant Professor

University of California
Medical School
San Francisco, CA

1953-1963

U. S,.P.H.S. 1947-1953
Oak Ridge National Laboratory &
University of California
San Francluco, CA

Physiology & Pharmacology 1937-1943
Duke Medical School
Durham, NC

MAJOR COMMITTEES AND OTHER ACTIVITIES

“ Member

Member

Council

Member

Scientific Secretary

Asociate Editor
—-

Comrnittee on Nuclear & Alternative 1975- Present
Energy Systems, N.A.S. - N.RC.

Washington, DC

Biomedical Research Review Committee 1974- Present
Argonne Associated Universities
Argonne, IL

Radiation Research Society 1962-1965
Bethesda, MD

Radiation Study Section 1966-1970
National Institutes of Health
Bethesda, MD

Atomic Energy Commission 1958-1962
Advisory Committee on Biology & Medicine
Germantown, MD :

Radiation Research 1957-1961

PROFESSIONAL SOCIETIES .

American Physiological Society
Radiation Research Society
Environmental Mutagen Society

PUBLICATIONS

A complete list will be supplied on request. ‘
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NANCXA DREYER

Director

ACADEMIC TRAfNING

Ph.D. Epidemiology
University of North Carolina
Chapel HiJL NC

M.P.H. Epidemiology
University of North Carolina
Chapel Hill, NC

B.A Sociology
Brandeis University
WaJtham, MA

1978

1976

1972

POSITIONS HELD

Director Epidemiology Resources, Inc. 1980- Present

Chestnut HilL MA

Director of New England Epidemiology Institute 1980- Present

Surruner Program Chestnut Hill, MA

Dtiector of Equifax Inc. 1979-1980

Epidemiologic Health Systems Division
Research Reading, MA.

Epidemiologist Depts. of Pathology and Medicine 1977-1979
Duke University Medical Center
Durham, NC

Summer Intern Contraceptive Evaluation Branch 1978
Center for Population Research
National Institute for Child Health

and Human Development
Bethesda, MD

Epidemiologist Chronic Disease Branch
Cli~ion of Health Sewices
N.C. Dept. of Human Resources-
Raleigh, NC

1975-1976
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-.

Research halyst Registry of Clear-Cell Adenocarcinoma 1972-1974
of the Lower Genital Tract in
Yciung Females

Massachusetts General Hospital
Boston, MA

PROFESSIONAL AFFlL3AT10NS

American Association for the Advancement of Science
American Public Health Association
International Epidemiological Association
National Women’s Health Network
So,siety for Epidemiologic Research

OTHER ACTIVITIES

Consultimt DES Mothers Study 1980- Present
Dartmouth College

Cuest Lecturer Women’s Health Course 1979- Present
Ha.mard School of Public Health

PUBLICATIONS

MONOGRAPHS:

Dreyer, N.A., R.W. Clapp, S.{J. Covino, Jr.. et d.: A study to determine the feasibil-
ity of conducting epidemiologic studies of the health effects of low-level
ionizing radiation. Phase I Report, January 15, 1980. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission Publication NUREG/CR-117d, May 1980.

Dreyer, N.A-, H.I. Kohn, RW. Clapp, et CLZ.:The feasibility of epidemiologic investi-
gations of the health effects of tow-level io~zing radiation. Final Report,
September 30, 1980. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Publication
NUREG/CR-l 728, November 1980.

PAPERS AND LETTERS:

Dreyer, N.A: Sex Roles and Delay Behaviour,
31:493-495, 1970.

,.

(Letter), Joumd of C?uonti fiecse

Dreyer, N.A. ad S.V. Pizzo: Blood coagulation and idiopathic thromboembolism
in fertile “women. Cctnhxeption 22 (2): 123-135, 1960.

Dreyer, N.A.,N.F.
orientation

Woods, and S.A James: ISRO: A scaIe for measuring sex role
in worn~:n, Sez Roles 7(2):173-182, 1981.
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Pizzo, S. V., J.C. Lewis, E.E. Campbell, and N.A. Dreyer: Fibrinolytic response and
oral contraceptive-associated thromboembolism, Contraception, in press,
1981.

Dreyer, N.A, J.E. Loughlin, F.H. Fahey, and N. Harley The feasibility of epi-
demiologic studie~ of cancer in people residing near Rocky Flats, Hecdth
Physics, in press.

Dreyer, N.A. and S.V. Pizzo: A.study of menstrual variation in fibrinolytic activity
among women in the fertile age rzmge, Submitted for publication.

Dreyer, N.A. J.E. Loughlin, E.R Friedlander, et d: Choosing populations for
study of human healkh effects of low-dose ionizing radiation, Amtiun
Journal of Public HeaLth, in press.

Dreyer, N.A. and E.Jl Friedlander: The
ionizing radiatioz Submitted for

risk of neoplasia from low-dose spusely
publication.

ABSTRACTS:

Dreyer, N.A: Prospects for epidemiologic studies of low-level ionizing radiation.
Presented at the meeting of the Society for Epidemiologic Research June
18-20, 1980, Minneapolis, MN. American Jourmzi of @idemioiogy 112
(3):424425,” 1980.

Dreyer, N.A.: Examining the puzzle of health eflects of low-dose ionizing radia-
tion. Presented at the meeting of the American Public Health Associa-
tion, October 22,1980, Detroit, Ml.

●
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-JOHNH, HARLEY

SENIOR ADVISOR

. ACADEMIC TRAINING

Ph.D.

SC.B,

. .

.

POSITIONS HELD

Senior
Advisor

Director

Director*

Director

Assistant
Director

Chief

Instructor and
Ass’t Professor

Analytical
Chemis+

.
Chemist

PUBLICATIONS

Chemistry
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Troy, NY

Chemistry
Brown University “
Providence, RI

Epidemiology Resources, Inc.
Chestnut Hill, MA

Environmental Measurements Laboratory
U.S. Department of Energy
New York, NY

Health and Safety Laboratory
U.S. Energy Research & Development

Administration ~
New York, NY

Health and Safety Laboratory
U.S. Atomic Energy Conwnission
New York, NY

Health and Safety Laboratory
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission
New York, NY .

Analytical Branch
Health and Safety Laboratory
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission “
New York, NY

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Troy, NY-

Union Carbide and Carbon
Niagara Falls, NY

U.S. Rubber Company, Latex Development
Providence, RI

1952

1938

1981-Present

1977-1980

1975-1977

1960-1975

1959-1960

1949-1959

1946-1949

1942-1946

1938-1940

A complete list will be supplied on request.
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WORKPLAN

In a meeting on March 4, 1981, Bikini Senator Henchi Bales identified the

following

(1)

(2)

(3)

areas of concern:

Did the Department of Energy collect a sufficient sample of materials

from Bikini Atoll to assess accurately the expected dose to the

population after resettlement?

Would the expected dosage pose a serious health risk to children,

adults or their progeny?

Would it be possible to clean up Bikini Atoll so that it would be

safe for resettlement?

The dose assessment and related health risks depend heavily on assumptions

about the geographic and demographic distribution of the resettled population

and of its diet and social customs.

We propose the following workplan, separated into two phases for ‘

administrative purposes. The entire workplan is described; however, only the

budget to be funded directly by the Department of Energy has been included

in this proposal.

As of this date, the Department of Energy-supported report has not

yet been published. We assume that the information necessary for this

study_will be made available to us by the Department of Energy and/or the

Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, where it was generated.

PHASE ONE: PREPARE A TECHNICAL REPORT ON THE DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY’S RADIOLOGICAL

SURVEY PND RISK ESTIMATESFOR PERSONS WHO RESETTLE ENEU AND BIKINI

ISLANDS (TO BE SUPPORTED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY) -- 3 MONTHS
.

Task 1: Review Lawrence Livermore Laboratory’s dosimetry

Task 2: Go to Bikin’1 atoll and collect 40 environmental samples of soil and

foodstuffs, including marine foods and animals, such as pigs, chickens,

-12-



etc. The taking and handling of these environmental samples will be

Task 3:

Task 4:

jointly supervised by one person designated by Epidemiology Resources,

Inc. and one person designated by Lawrence Livermore Laboratory.

Technical procedures covering such matters as sampling techniques,

sample storage and transportation, analytical procedures, etc., will

be determined by joint agreement between Epidemiology Resources, Inc.

and a representative designated by the Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory.

Assay environmental samples for gamma radiation, plutonium and

strontium (to be subcontracted to Environmental Analysis Laboratories,

Richmond, CA). Enough material will be collected to permit splitting

of samples fm confirmatory analyses by Epidemiology Resources, Inc.

and Lawrence Livermore Laboratory.

Compare the diet used by the Department of Energy with other available

dietary surveys and provide at least two different dietary profi”

to be used in our dosage estimates. Parallel calculations using

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory’s dietary assumptions wil’

be made.

Task 5: Estimate average dose per year and dose range for embryo, fetus,

es

the

adults

— and their progeny for likely lifestyles on resettled Eneu and Bikini

islands.

Task 6: Based on Task 5, estimate the magnitude and range of potential health

defects for resettlement of Eneu and Bikini islands.

PROJECT DELIVERABLE: One scientific report.
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PHASE TWO: PREPARE A BILINGUAL REPORT BASED ON THE RESULTS OF PHASE ONE AND

DISCUSS IT WITH BIKINIANS ON KILI (TO BE SUPPORTED BY THE DEPARTMENT

OF INTERIOR:l -- 2 MONTHS

Task 1: Write a report for Bikinians and send to Mrs. Alice Buck for translation

into Marshallese.

Task 2: If necessary, meet with translator in Hawaii to produce a final draft

of the report; then present report to Bikinians on Kili (Drs. Kohn,

Dreyer, Mr. Weisgall and Mrs. Buck or her representative(s)).

Task 3: Transmit written report to Department of Interior plus a brief summary

of the discussion of the report by the Bikinians at Kili, as noted in
.

Task 2.

PROJECT DELIVERABLES: One bilingual report (1000 copies) and one summary

of meeting. ,

!40TE:We assume that the cost for the translator’s time and travel will be

supported directly by the Department of Interior.
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BUDGET

This is a cost proposal for a cost-plus-fixed-fee contract. Reimbursement

for translators fees and travel are not included. Our overhead rate was

modified at the end of our fiscal year, June 30th.
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Fkiterlal & Supplies 1,400
(lxputer & Progranme.r 2,500
!lMephone ($150 x 3 nmnths) 450
Shippingmaterialsfor approxi.mtely1,000lbs. of
sanplesof foodstuffs and soil plus & freight 3,000

I

I
1

I

I

==5====
I

I 1

1. Hd ANT fxtCUll Vf AGf14CY Cd lHf UNITf O SIATf S (>OVftNJAINT PSWCM@D M tfVlfW CM YOLM ACCOUNTS N R$CORDS IN COP4MtCT10tA WITH ANY 01*1

*VfRWAf NT MIMf CONTtACl O@ SUBCONTRACT WIIHIN Tmf PAST livflvf uON7HS7

(J ms ~NO (If ye,, #&lItlfJ bchw. )

W4Af ANo Amafss m kfvlfwlw Owls ANo INDIWDUAL TfLfPNONf NUMfR/fXlfNSION

— I
u WKL YOU ltOUXf T* USf 0$ ANY GOVftNMNY MCWfITY IN ltif PfW8JAANCf O@ TMS ?RWOSfO C~

o Yfs g) No /// ,?’. ad-y,)

W Dofs Ymls COST w-y coNfcnM WIT+( Wf COS1 MIMCIP1.fS WY FORTH IN AtiNcY EOWMICWS?

~ Y,, D No ,,,:.. ,\##m ,. W,,,,, ., ,,pdr.1, *,,,

. k Rsw,e fw Imu-th.t ●d Ftim&I OPTIONAI. FORM 60 (IO-71 )
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Reference 1 -- SUPPORT FOR TRAVEL ESTIMATES

Destination

Brookhaven National Laboratory -- 1 person for 3 days

Airfare -- $151
Per diem - 225 Cost per trip = $426
Taxis -- 50

Washington, D.C. -- 1 person for 2 days, 3 trips

Airfare -- $216
Per diem - 150 Cost per trip = $451
Car rental/parkin~ - 85

Eneu/Bikini via San Francisco -- 1 person (ND) for 14 days
(3 in California) and 3 Bikinians

Airfare: Boston-Kwajalein --$1,528 (N.D.)
Majuro-Kwajalein -- 480 (3 Bikinians)
Per diems (11 days) - 385 (N.D.)
Per diems in CA(re: sample assays) -- 225 (N.D.)
Taxis ‘inCA -- 100 (N.D.)

Boat from Kwajalejn-Bikini -- 6,800

Boston -- New York -- 1 person for 2 days, 2 trips

cost

$426

1,353

9,418

666

Airfare -- $151
Per diem - 132 Cost per trip = $333
Taxi - 50

San Francisco (LLNL) -- 1 person, 2 trips (5 days, 2 days) (J. H.) 2,470

Airfare -- $920 ●

Per diem - 375 (5 days); 1;: (2 days)
Car rental - 75;

Cost per trip: $1,370 (5 days); $1,1OO (2 days)
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spit c ifically include funds for tieas?ortsuon u.2 lod:::q

•~pense for rtpresentativcs of th, Bikini pecple to Sac:li-

tstm ths ~ ?rac-LcsJala p~mici?ation by L’e Bikixi

pcopls h tlm plumti$ ad cxtcution of tit project.

6. UL msjor projcm documents, iaclutin~ domezzs

rola”~g to rm3iation cxposuro, shall bc translated or

sumnbxized in tie .M.ushallasa luguaqo to the -tiqa

fautile ●xtint md t!m project manaqer shtll be rQspo&stile

fc)r causiag sue!! -=slstions or swamu i9s to ba mde u-d

delivered to the Bikini ~opla.

7. No final disposition of sny ri~hts of my UC

rola~va to Bikki Atoll, Kili Xslsnd or csrtab lULS o<

t.tie Bikiai paopla on Jsluit Atoll shall be made without th8

consmt of thosa who have rights im Bikini Atoll uzdtr

Mushallese custom snd tr-dition and ●pplicable Trust

T8rritory of the Pacific Islsmda law, and aO ●ttitio!sal lL?c!

or ls,od rights for r~sattlment of tht BLkini psoph shall

bm obtinad w$tiout tlm concu.rmace of thoso who hav8 rights

ia Bikhi Atoll is ●cmrdanca with Uuahallane custom exd

rxadition snd applicable Trust TtrAtory of the ?aci:ic

![slsnds law.

xx. Rsdiation Suvev

a. A radiation sumey, wing Iatasc uid acs:

●ffective technology, Lncludimj ●ariti radiation surreyi:q.

shall be coaqlcted no latar ttmi Deccmhr 31, 1978, wi=h

raspec: to BLkQil Atoll in coxumction with the ratiation

s~ey of the Northern Msxshalls Lacludinq, la ●d~iticn to
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IV. g4na:sl ?rovisions

13. It i$ the

aqrmunant t!!at the t*r3s

ch&nsein th political status of tbe Harshall Islmds,

subject to tha wishes of th Bikini people.

14. Tha ●xocutlon of this documnt i.a r.o way

constitutes en ●dzission tlmt tbe Tsu.st Tezzitory of the

Pacific Islsads ecferldmts h&v9 Subtitteti to tia jL-is -

di:tioa of ths Utitsd SUtos Distxict Court for the Dis=->c:

of Eavaii .

Th@ Peoplo of BiU.ni by
Bikini Counsel

.,

Atto~ey for Plaintiffs Attorney f3r Tedoral De fea&sntJ

—
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IN TEE UNITED STATXS DISTUCT COCR2

~OR TXE DISTXC? Or EAWA::

THI PEOPLS OF BIXXW, )
●t al. , )—.

)
?luntif?s, )

)
v. ) Civil

)
)

ROBERT C. S~S , JR. , )-
●t al. , )——

)
mfmdants. )

STIPULATION OF DXSMZSSX.

~C pUti~S tO thh ●Cti OII , having

*ID tams of setdunuat of ●ll issues bcraia

?40. 75-340

EMOU ?ONG
Unitad States Attor=my

Howard 7. Chmq
Uaistsst Unltad Statss At%omay

*
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APPENDIX B

Department of Energy
Washington, D.C. 20585

AUG 191980

Mr. Jonathan M. Weisgall
Ginsburg, Feldman, Weil and Bress
1700 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006

Dear Mr. Wleisgall:

The Department of Energy agrees in principle to the proposal set forth in
your letter-proposal of May 26, 1981, which will settle the litigation in
People of Bikini v. $eamans, et al, Civil No. 76-348 (D-Ha.). Final
approval of your proposal is contingent upon reaching agreement on the
following:

1. Technical procedures covering such matters as sampling
techniques, sample storage and transportation, sample process-
ing, analytical procedures, a defined level of acceptability
of sample variance between Epidemiology Resources, Inc. samples
and Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory samPles~ sPlittin9
samples for confirmatory analyses by Epidemiology Resources,
Inc. and by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, etc.

2. The taking and handling of any environmental samples by
Epidemiology Resources, Inc. will be jointly supervised by one
person designated by Epidemiology Resources, Inc. and one
person designated by the Department of Energy.—

3. Since the Department of Energy laboratory personnel
periodically visit Bikini Atoll on a ship chartered by the De-
partment, we wc)uld expect that EpidemioloW Resources~ Inco
sampling at Bikini Atoll could be conducted in conjunction
with a visit by our laboratory personnel. If this is done, we
will deduct an appropriate portion of transportation expense
from our contract payment. If such coordination is clearly
impractical, then you may proceed as indicated in the
proposal.

.
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4. Should Epidemiology Resources, Inc. base its dose calculation
upon any dietary assumptions other than those used by the
Lawrence Livermcre National Laboratory, parallel calculations
using the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory dietary
assumptions alsc) should be included so that the source of any
differences due to the assumed diet is clear.

We must observe that it is our belief that obtaining 40 environmental samples
from Bikini Atoll is not required by the court agreement and, further, is of
dubious scientific or technical merit. Nevertheless, we are sensitive to the
desire of the Bikini people for site confirmation and we therefore agree to
accommodate their perceived needs.

We must observe also that the court agreement requires review by a single
scientist. Because you believe that a small team is required to comprehen-
sively review the data, and perform! related tasks, we have agreed to your
request so that there will be absolutely no question of our having provided
every resource needecl to perform this task, Please understand that if you
wish to alter the distribution of time among the three principal investi-
gators (without exceeding the total amount allotted to them by contract)
this would be accepttible to us.

As stated in previous letters dated January 22, 1981 and March 31, 1981, the
Bikini people must formally acknowledge that execution of this contract with
Epidemiology Resources, Inc. constitutes full and complete compliance by the
Department-of Energy in fulfilling the Department’s sole outstanding
obligation under the terms of the Memorandum Agreement settling the
litigation.

Inasmuch as this contract will be between the Department of Energy and
Epidemiology Resources, Inc., and since your letter-proposal of May 26,
1981, is neither on Epidemiology Resources, Inc. letterhead nor signed by
authorized Epidemiology Resources, Inc. officer, a proposal from Epiderri-
ology Resources, Inc. addressed to the Department of Energy and signed by
Epidemiology Resources, Inc. official will be needed in order to comply w“
Departmental procurement requirements. We look forward to receiving a
proposal from Epidemiology Resources, Inc. Written agreement on the cond
tions and procedures set forth above can be either incorporated
the proposal or set forth in a letter which will become part of
agreement.

Please call us if you have any questions.

G cerely, 77

directly
any signed

‘(l

‘ !#i#xg&
Enviro ental Pro~ection, Safety and

Emergency Preparedness
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cc: W. Robison, LLNL
S. Gottlieb, DOE/CIGC
R. Ray, NVOO
B. Wachholz, DOE/EP
H. Gill, DOE/OGC

—
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APPENDIX G

Department of Energy

Washington, D.C. 205~45

March 31, 1981

Mr. Jonathan M. Ueisgall
Ginsburg, Feldman, Well and Bress
1700 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.U.
Washington, D.C. 20006

DearMr. Ueisgall:

Me are in receipt ofyour letter of February 26, 1981, in which you
propose a revised course of action relative to your letter of
November 24, 1980, in regard to paragraph 10 of the Memorandum Agree-
ment of October 27, 1978, settling the litigation in People of Bikini v.
$eamans, et. al., Civ. No. 75-348 (D-Ha.).

lienote that the Bikini Council finds Dr. Jacob 1, Fabrikant to be
unacceptable because of hls present affiliations. However, in view of
the personnel and competence available to Epidemiology Resources, Inc.
(ERI), the Department of Energy finds ERI to be acceptable as “..having
generally accepted scientific training and experience...” to review the
results of the radiological survey of Bikini Atoll.

Several points in my letter to you of January 22, 1981, need to be
reiterated, however. Firstly, the Agreement speaks to “a qualified
scientist,” and, while we have indicated a willingness to consider the
participation of two scientists because of the multi-disciplinary nature
of the material to be reviewed, we feel that a stngle person must be the
resp~nsible agent. Furthermore, while the Department of Energy is wi11-
Ing to consider the participation of two scientists, your letter speaks
to the involvement of three people; this goes somewhat beyond the terms
of the Agreement and of our previous discussions. Such an expansion of
the “independent scientist” will need to be the subject of further
negotiation. .

Secondly, should agreement between ERI and the Department of Energy
ultimately be reached, It must be clearly recognized and formally
acknowledged by the Bikini people that this constitutes full and complete
compliance by the Department of Energy in fulfilling its sole outstanding
obligat~on under the Agreement..
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Of course, our previous statements regarding reviewers’ independence and
access to data remain val~d.

In summary, we are pleased to agree to your request that ERI be selected
in place of Dr. Fabrlkant as the “independent scientist” to review the
radiological survey of Biklnl Atoll, and we wI1l be pleased to enter ~nto
discussion regarding the matter with you.

Sincerely,.

Zig----%+=--+’ “
Bruce U. Uachholz
OffIce of Health and

Environmental Research

“

—
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